
See What Others Can’t See

All charged up for action with
the 5,000 mAh Battery.

The Power To
Keep On Going

http://www.asus.com/my/Phone/ZenFone-Max-ZC550KL/

ZC550KL

Model ZC550KL
5.5-inch, 1280x720 HD resolution, with ASUS TrueVivid Full Screen Lamination 
technology 72% screen to body ratio 
IPS display up to 178˚ viewing angle
450nits brightness
Scratch Resistant Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4 with anti-fingerprint coating

Qualcomm 64-bit Quad Core Processor Snapdragon 410 (MSM8916) 
Adreno 306
16GB eMMC Flash
5GB free lifetime ASUS WebStorage
2GB LPDDR3 RAM

Integrated 802.11b/g/n; WiFi-Direct

Micro USB (support OTG), Bluetooth V4.0+EDR +A2DP

Processor

Display

Storage

Memory

Wireless 

Connectivity

GPS, GLONASS, AGPS & BDS

ACCELERATOR / E-COMPASS / PROXIMITY / AMBIENT LIGHT SENSOR / HALL SENSOR
Brand new ASUS ZenUI with Android 5.0 Lollipop
Dual Micro SIM card, Dual Stand By
SIM1 Support 2G/3G/4G 
SIM2 Support 2G

5000 mAh non-removable Li-Polymer (up to 37.6 hours, 3G talk time)

77.5 x 156 x 10.55 ~ mm (WxDxH), 202 g (with battery)

ASUS ZenUI 2.0 with over 1000+ software enhancements
What's Next / ZenLink / ZenMotion / ASUS Splendid / Kids Mode / SnapView
One Hand Mode / Trend Micro™ Security / Power saving mode / PhotoCollage
PhotoEffects / MiniMovie / Google Apps / ASUS Sync / File Manager / Quick Memo
Themes / ZenCircle

MP3/3GP/AAC
FM Receiver (Radio)
Dual Microphone with Noise Cancellation for the best phone call quality

Full HD Video recording 1080p @ 30fps capture with video stabilization and 
one-touch still-capture facility

OTG Cable included

Osmium Black / Pure White

Navigation
Sensor
Operating system
SIM Card 

Battery

Dimension / Weight

User Interface 

Audio

Video

Accessories

Color

PixelMaster cameras Front: 
5 Mega-Pixel
Auto Focus
Wide View
F2.0 Aperture
Zero Shutter Lag
Back Light (HDR) mode with ASUS 
PixelEnhancing Technology for up 
to 400% brighter , and evenly 
exposed photos
Low Light mode with ASUS 
PIxelMaseter Technology for up to 
400% brighter photos and videos
Real Time Beautification
Night mode
Selfie mode
Photo Effects
Time Lapse
Wide-angle 88 ˚ / ˚ lens
Selfie Panorama (up to 140 ˚)
HDR mode
GIF animation

Rear: 
13 Mega-Pixel
Auto Focus
Wide View 
LED Flash
F2.0 Aperture
Dual-color Real Tone flash
Zero Shutter Lag
Back Light (HDR) mode with ASUS 
PixelEnhancing Technology for up to 400% 
brighter , and evenly exposed photos
Low Light mode with ASUS PIxelMaseter 
Technology for up to 400% brighter photos 
and videos
Manual Mode for DSLR-like camera detail 
settings
Real Time Beautification
Night mode
Depth of field
Selfie mode
Photo Effects
Panorama mode
Miniature
Time Rewind
Smart Remove
All Smiles
Time Lapse
HDR mode
GIF animation

Your go-everywhere power bank

With 5000mAh power capacity, ZenFone Max even turns into a power bank allowing you 

to draw enough energy to charge other devices. Just connect the second device with a 

USB on-the-go (OTG*) cable, ZenFone Max lets you top up its juice for a long-lasting 

experience. 

Wide and beautiful 5.5-inch HD IPS display

ZenFone Max has a beautiful 5.5-inch IPS display protected by the latest Corning® 

Gorilla® Glass 4 for unrivalled scratch-resistance, strength and everyday durability. 

Underneath is a 1280x720 HD IPS display demonstrated by SHARP LCD technology 

that offers wide 178-degree viewing angles, with a staggering 267ppi pixel density 

that renders every image in eye-delighting detail.

Luxurious rear cover

With the look and feel of embossed leather, ZenFone Max is 

finished to be as beautiful as it is powerful. And it’s more than a 

desirable aesthetic — the rear etching provides great tactility for 

added grip!

Classic color for your style

ZenFone Max is available in two iconic colors to complement both casual wear 

and business apparel, so choose Osmium Black or Pure White as the perfect 

accent to your style.

Thin edge

ZenFone Max has an incredibly slim profile 

— just 5.2 mm at the thinnest edge. This is 

more than an impressive engineering feat 

that we compressed the powerful 

Qualcomm processor, the dual SIM card, 

the thin design is so comfortable to hold, 

and makes using ZenFone Max easier.

High efficiency 
Long-lasting battery

The powerful, 

energy-efficient 64-bit 

Qualcomm Snapdragon 410 

processor with up to 2GB of 

RAM drives the superior 

ZenFone Max experience, 

coupled with a battery that 

lasts far longer than you’re 

used to. Our ultra-thin 

marvel’s 5000mAh is so 

packed with energy that it 

gives you an incredible 38.1 

days of standby time!

Stylish metal effect

ZenFone Max is big on energy 

and even bigger on style, with 

a high-sheen metal-effect 

bezel to capture attention 

wherever you go.

37.6hrs

upto

3G talk time

32.5hrs

upto

Wifi web browsing

22.6hrs

upto

video playback

Energy for every scenario

A big battery means big benefits for you. With 5000mAh of energy packed in your pocket, ZenFone Max will let you do more online, watch longer video, and talk as much as you want!

Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4
Stunningly strong, gorilla 
strong

Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4 is the latest 

ingenious creation from the 

world-renowned Corning. ZenFone Max’s 

Gorilla Glass 4 display offers twice (2x) the 

drop-damage resistance of its 

predecessor, a 2.5x increase in retained 

strength and is 85% less likely to break in 

daily use — making it safer and stronger 

than ever before.
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Remarkable performance

The Snapdragon 410 processor enables comprehensive smartphone design solution 

for a powerful combination of features, performance and battery efficiency.

Outstanding LTE download speeds up to 150Mbps

ZenFone Max has the latest 4G LTE Advanced technology for the highest-ever 

mobile data speeds - up to a staggering 150Mbps!

Fast wireless connectivity

ZenFone Max has 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi built in, so you benefit from wireless 

connectivity that’s as fast as it is buttery smooth!

Dual SIM, dual standby

ZenFone Max features two SIM card slots in one device, allowing you to manage 

personal life and work easily with double enjoy — so you’ll never miss important 

messages again!

Don’t leave anyone out with Selfie Panorama

With the 85-degree field of view, you can take panoramic selfie or large group photos at 

up to 140 degrees. Just simply follow the instruction to slightly rotate your ZenFone Max 

from left to right to capture yourself, your friends and even the scene surrounds you. 

Auto mode with zero shutter lag

Zero shutter lag means you’ll capture the photo you want without missing a moment. 

With ZenFone Max everything you shoot is caught in real time, so you’ll snap the bright 

sparkle of the most beautiful firework, the cheeky smiles of the wriggliest infant and the 

shooting star that’s passes by in the blink of an eye.

DSLR in the palm of your hand

Full Manual mode is extremely intuitive, in which you 

can adjust all the settings of the camera manually by 

yourself. It is available in 13 professional settings and 

controls as you frame the shot.

Light-speed shots with laser 
auto-focus

ZenFone Max’s rear camera has laser 

auto-focus technology for the fastest 

possible clarity. Its laser beam measures 

distances at lightning speed with 

near-instant focus as fast as 0.03 seconds 

under the dim light conditions. The laser 

auto-focus even accelerates close-up 

photography, compensating for the extra 

distance created by the lens receding 

during framing.

Tame the brightness with backlight (Super HDR) mode

PixelMaster's backlight (Super HDR) mode uses ASUS Pixel Enhancing technology to 

combine multiple shots in quick succession. This expands the dynamic range by four times 

(4x), and enhances brightness by up to 400%. With our unique technology, it automatically 

improves the color contrast and detail to ensure the photographs to look flawless with 

realistic highlights and shadows — every time.

Unrivaled Low Light mode

Through a combination of pixel-merging 

technology, which joins four adjacent pixels to 

form as one, and advanced image-processing 

algorithms, ZenFone Max’s Low Light mode 

increases light sensitivity by four times (4x). It 

also enhances noise reduction and boosts color 

contrast by up to 400%, for clear and bright 

low-light shots without the need for a flash. 

Digital Image Stabilization (DIS) improves 

low-light performance even further resulting in 

sharper, non-blurry photos.

The perfect balance of 
multimedia entertainment 
and battery efficiency

With ZenFone Max superb 

performance and superior 

power-efficiency, you’ll shoot sharp 

photographs at stupefying speed as 

well as record and edit HD video with 

minimal battery draw.

Brand new ZenUI™

ASUS ZenUI has more than 1,000 features that improve upon the standard 

Andrioid interface. You’ll enjoy a simpler and smarter experience, with a stylish 

new layout that expands white space for a cleaner design, placing the 

information you need front and center. The brand new ZenUI is simple, brilliant, 

and beautiful. It knows your needs, expresses your thoughts, and becomes an 

indispensible part of your lives. 


